Can You Benefit From Deploying
An Omni-Modal TMS?

Learn how progressive shippers are controlling
global shipping costs by leveraging a single platform
Transportation Management System.

Introduction

Orchestrating the end-to-end transportation process
hasn’t gotten any easier over the last decade. Working
effectively with customers, suppliers, carriers, freight
forwarders, government agencies, and customs brokers continues to
be a challenge. Expanding global trade and tightening capacity are
driving shipping rates higher, making it all the more difficult to control
transportation spend.
As the transportation landscape has become increasingly
complex, the need for a holistic technology platform that
can handle a wide variety of modes and business
models has grown exponentially. Manual processes,
spreadsheets, and multiple technologies no longer
suffice. In place of these traditional approaches, both
importers and exporters are turning to single platform
Transportation Management Systems (TMS) that can
effortlessly orchestrate international, multi-leg freight
shipments using every mode available (omni-modal).
In this white paper, we will explore the key challenges
facing today’s global shippers, examine the
capabilities and value that omni-modal TMS platforms
deliver, and hear from two different shippers that are
successfully managing their global transportation
processes with a single, end-to-end solution.
As more companies conduct business
globally, and as more customers
demand a wider array of shipping and
receiving options, the need for omnimodal transportation systems has become an
imperative. Today, many organizations depend
on air and ocean freight as vital links in their
supply chains. Industries such as apparel and
automotive keep the ocean carriers humming,
while pharmaceuticals and high-tech keep the air
freight industry busy.
But ocean and air freight differ from truck
freight in several ways. Take the scheduled
nature of the freight movements, for example.
When shippers are considering which carriers
to use, traditional decision points like cost
and capacity alone are insufficient. Sailing
schedules and flight schedules need to
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be integrated into the TMS, for example, to enable logistics
practitioners to make informed decisions.
The list of challenges that shippers face in today’s global
transportation world doesn’t end there. Also impacting
companies’ ability to effectively streamline and optimize their
transportation networks are the many disparate or “siloed”
systems that have been cobbled together
“When you can’t look across all of
over the years. Integrating solutions from
your modes – including small package,
different vendors can be a real challenge. The
less-than-truckload (LTL), truckload
time and effort required often makes these
(TL), and others, you miss possible
freight savings by not consolidating or
projects cost prohibitive.
optimizing those freight movements.”

“When you can’t look across all of your
- Senior Solutions Manager,
MercuryGate
modes – including small package, less-thantruckload (LTL), truckload (TL), and others,”
says Jim Geer, MercuryGate’s Senior Solutions Manager, “you
miss out on possible freight savings by not consolidating or
optimizing those freight movements.”
In the absence of an omni-modal TMS, supply chain visibility
is limited – particularly when companies lack the dashboards
needed to oversee inbound and outbound freight. Finally,
contingency planning is next to impossible – a point that can
severely impact the way in which companies react and respond
to network risk and variability.

“A TMS platform that can look across all transportation modes and
identify potential for savings, optimization, and consolidation not
only addresses all of these challenges,” says Geer, “but it also helps
shippers build out partial shipments, move between modes (based
on efficiency and cost, for example), and truly determine the optimum
ship modes – both from a cost and service time perspective.”
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Siemens Energy is a global technology powerhouse
known for its engineering expertise, innovation, and
consistent quality and reliability. As an industry leader,
the company relies heavily on a robust transportation network to
deliver its products around the globe.

Putting an Omni-Modal
TMS to Work

In his role as Manager of Energy Supply Chain Management
for Orlando, Florida-based Siemens Energy, Inc., Jim Krantz
has been using MercuryGate TMS for about 14 years to
orchestrate domestic TL, LTL, and parcel shipments. About
eight years ago, after a major reorganization and corporate
vision shift, the manufacturer decided to leverage its omnimodel TMS even further by better integrating its various
shipping modes under a single umbrella.
“We were looking for more transparency into our freight
activities,” recalls Krantz, who points to truckload as one area
where Siemens was seeking efficiencies and improved visibility.
“At the time, we were using spot-quoting for truckloads and
knew that our TMS would be a good tool for freight quoting and
tendering. The more capabilities we ‘turned on’ in the system,
the more benefits we saw.”
Siemens’ transportation network includes hundreds of thirdparty suppliers that integrate directly with the manufacturer’s
TMS. When a supplier enters shipment information, the system
determines which mode meets their service-level requirements
at the best price. Populated with all of Siemens’ contract rates,
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the TMS allows suppliers to enter an origin and destination,
and then generates a list of available services by mode (with
associated rates). “The suppliers are given a
choice of multiple modes,” says Krantz, “and
can then make a decision on the best option
via a one-stop-shopping TMS process.”
Siemens’ suppliers also use the TMS to build budgets – an
important advantage in a project-based business. “Everyone wants
to know what the potential cost could be on specific projects, and
the TMS handles that for us automatically,” says Krantz, whose
team previously had to call every carrier independently to obtain
that information. “Now we just enter a few pieces of information
and get the current estimate of rates that we need.”
According to Krantz, MercuryGate TMS has also helped Siemens
streamline its invoicing method, thus reducing the processing
time and expense associated with freight audits. Going forward,
he says, the manufacturer plans to expand its use of the omnimodal TMS platform and turn on additional capabilities within the
system. “At least one business group has asked us to investigate
the use of intermodal rail on the platform,” says Krantz, who is
pleased with the seamless way in which Siemens’ suppliers can
interact with his company on the transportation front. “Giving
them a single TMS platform with a single login has been a huge
improvement over what we were using before. Our suppliers are
very happy with it.”
As companies like Siemens have already
learned, an omni-modal TMS can help shippers
manage their supply chains more effectively and
efficiently. Using a flexible and
“At the time, we were using spotscalable web-based solution
quoting for truckloads and knew that
like MercuryGate TMS, shippers can
our TMS would be a good tool for
freight
quoting and tendering. The
manage the synchronized planning of both
more capabilities we ‘turned on’ in the
inbound and outbound shipments across
system, the more benefits we saw.”
various modes – all while optimizing
-Manager of Energy Supply Chain
and executing from within one system.
Management for Orlando
That single platform TMS supports all
transportation modes, including parcel,
LTL, TL, rail, air, ocean, and intermodal.

Streamlining
Transportation
with an Omni-Modal TMS

“If you really want to do a good job of optimizing freight, you have
to look at all orders and all modes, and then use that information
to make the best plan possible,” says Geer. And when you take
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that holistic view, you not only benefit from significant costs
savings, you also gain the advantage of proper carrier
selection. A typical small package move that is fairly
heavy, for example, may actually be more efficient to
ship via LTL – a point that the omni-modal TMS will
pick up on quickly and accurately.
“Even just a few shifts in freight management,”
says Geer, “can result in a fairly impressive level of
freight savings.”
In business for 181 years, Schaumberg,
Illinois-based Baker & Taylor is a leading
distributor of books, videos, and music
products to libraries, institutions, and retailers.
The company ships more than one million unique SKUs
annually and maintains one of the largest in-stock inventories of books,
videos, and music in the U.S. - about 385,000 titles in inventory and
more than 1.5 million titles available for order. Baker & Taylor also
provides books and entertainment products to warehouse clubs and
Internet retailers, and publishes several successful lines of books,
including the best-selling Uncle John’s Bathroom Reader series.

Omni-Modal TMS for the
Analytics-Driven Shipper

According to Steve Bakker, Vice President of Operations, Baker
& Taylor prides itself in forming deep and long lasting bonds
with its supplier partners and customers – a commitment that’s
upheld daily by the firm’s omni-modal TMS. In place since 2009,
the system replaced a largely “hybrid” transportation logistics
process that had been built internally over the years. “We had
different systems handling different aspects of our freight, and
LTL and TL were both managed manually,” says Bakker. “So while
our warehouse operations were handled via a
Warehouse Management System (WMS), once
products were outside of that WMS platform,
everyone went in a different direction.”
Intent on bringing those disparate systems onto
a single, omni-modal TMS platform – and realizing the associated
cost savings – Baker & Taylor researched various software options
before selecting MercuryGate TMS for its flexibility and capabilities.
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Today, the company uses its TMS for parcel,
LTL, and TL shipments. In the future, it plans to
add ocean freight to the lineup.

“Our various groups now have a single
point to reference. Rather than having
to go to the warehouse or another
source to track down information.”

-Vice President of Operations,
Baker & Taylor uses its TMS to construct
Baker & Taylor
routing guides for its parcel shipments via
U.S. Post, UPS, or another carrier. “The
platform makes determinations for us based on a set of rules we
have in the routing guide that figures out which carrier to use,”
Bakker explains. The solution, which also handles the rating and
bidding, has produced significant results on the freight pay side
of the company’s transportation operations. “That wasn’t part of
our original plan, but when the TMS was in place we brought all
of our freight pay in-house,” says Bakker, “and stopped using our
third-party audit payment companies.”

By using MercuryGate TMS to manage its freight, Baker &
Taylor has been able to effectively streamline its transportation
management setup across multiple modes. And because
the solution provides a central repository for all freight
transactional data, this analytics-driven shipper can flow all
of its transportation data through a single platform – the TMS.
“Our various groups now have a single point to reference,” says
Bakker, “rather than having to go to the warehouse or another
source to track down information.”
As transportation management becomes more
and more complex, expect more companies to
discover the value of using an omni-modal, webbased software platform to manage domestic and global
freight movement. Whether they are shipping packages, filling
truckloads, or relying on ocean carriers to import and export
goods, shippers are increasingly turning to single-platform
options to get the job done.

Making the Move to an
Omni-Modal TMS

According to Geer, for companies that want to make the jump
to an omni-modal TMS scenario, but who are unsure how to
go about making that change, its best to start with a single
mode and then grow from there. “You don’t have to look at all
of the modes that you’re using right out of the gate,” he says.
“Instead, gain some comfort level around one or two modes
first. Over time you’ll get to the point where you can look at all
of your transportation modes simultaneously and make the best
possible decisions for each of them.”
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